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Did You Know -  
 
Our Birch flush door is a 
step above what you will 
find at all of our 
competitors. Our 
competitors use what is 
often called a 4-ply skin 
with a very thin veneer. Our 
Birch skins are the same 
skin that you will find on 
many architectural doors. It 
is true - from B&B you get a 
production door with an 
architectural rotary natural 
Birch skin.  Our stiles are 
wood, not fiber and we 
double the size of the top 

 

 

Fypon Craftsman Shaker Shutters  

Fypon’s newest addition of a shaker-style shutter fits 

with Craftsman, Arts & Crafts, Country Cottage style 

homes and current trends. The new Shaker Shutters 

are a two-panel, recessed style, using stile and rail 

construction, reflecting the distinctive characteristics 

of shaker-inspired woodworking. Fypon’s new 

Shaker Shutters will be available for order January 

2, 2018. 

   

“We recently introduced craftsman crosshead styles 

and the shaker shutter style compliments them and 

current trends,” said Mary Nesper, Sr. Product 

Manager for Fypon. “Even more, the benefit of 

ordering the sizes required to fit the exact size of the 

window delivered in standard lead times is key 

because they complement the window perfectly, 

install easily, and the job is completed faster." 

The Shaker Shutters are available in widths and 

heights available to fit any window style or design, 

and are purchased ready to install. They are 

available in 12”, 16” and 18” widths, with heights 

from 24” to 120” in 1-inch increments. The 

polyurethane molded product has 2” wide stiles with 



 

and bottom rail on most 
doors.  We even have two 
lock blocks in our hollow 
core Birch doors.  
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2 1/2” wide rails and a center rail positioned in the 

center of the shutter. 

Fypon’s polyurethane products are a great fit for 

exterior applications with low maintenance material 

that won’t warp, crack or split, plus are impervious to 

moisture. When the shutters arrive on site they do 

not require any prep, come primed and ready to 

paint. 
 

  

 

Fypon is the Builder brand leader in 2017 for 

Decorative Moldings and Trim.  
 

  
 

 

Happy Holidays and have a wonderful New Year. 

Thank you !  
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